Multilingual Stroop performance: Effects of trilingualism and proficiency on inhibitory control
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Previous research suggests that multilinguals' languages are constantly co-activated and that experience managing this co-activation changes inhibitory control function. The present study examined language interaction and inhibitory control using a colour-word Stroop task. Multilingual participants were tested in their three most proficient languages. The classic Stroop effect was detected in all three languages, with participants performing more accurately on congruent than on incongruent trials. Multilinguals were faster and more accurate in the within-language-competition condition than in the between-language-competition condition, indicating that additional processing costs are required when stimulus and response languages differ. Language proficiency influenced speed, accuracy and error patterns in multilingual Stroop task performance. These findings augment our understanding of language processing and inhibitory control in multilingual populations and suggest that experience using multiple languages changes demands on cognitive function.
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Introduction

Understanding and producing language entails narrowing down a number of competing linguistic options (e.g. Aitchison, 2003; Clahsen & Felser, 2006; Swinney, 1979). Hearing \textit{can}-, for instance, activates a number of potential candidates including \textit{candle}, \textit{candy}, \textit{canon} and many more. As the word unfolds, more and more options are excluded and finally the target word is selected. During the process, the listener must ignore incorrect words and focus on the correct one. This task becomes even more demanding for speakers who know more than one language and hence select words from multiple languages during comprehension (e.g. Marian & Spivey, 2003a, 2003b) and production (e.g. Costa & Santesteban, 2004). Because at least two languages are activated in parallel during comprehension (Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007; Marian & Spivey, 2003a, 2003b) and production (Christoffels, De
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Constant inhibition of the irrelevant language has been linked to changes in bilinguals’ cognitive control abilities (e.g. Bialystok, 2006; Bialystok, Craik, Klein, & Viswanathan, 2004; Bialystok, Craik, & Luk, 2008). Both bilingual children and bilingual adults have been found to outperform monolinguals on cognitive control tasks (e.g. Bialystok et al., 2004; Bialystok, Craik, & Luk, 2008). Moreover, early evidence suggests that the more extensive the experience with linguistic inhibition, the greater the cognitive benefits may be. For example, Kave, Eyal, Shorek, and Cohen-Mansfield (2008) compared bilingual, trilingual and multilingual older adults (aged 83–91 years) and found that multilinguals outperformed trilinguals, and trilinguals outperformed bilinguals on tests of general cognitive ability (Katzman et al. 1983 cognitive-screening test and Folstein, Folstein and McHugh’s 1975 MMSE). Linck, Schwieter, and Sunderman (2012) also studied speakers of more than two languages and identified a correlation between language switching and cognitive abilities in young adult trilinguals, with individuals who showed smaller switching costs from L2 or L3 into L1 also showing more efficient inhibition in a nonlinguistic inhibitory control task. The majority of studies to date, however, have focused on inhibitory control function in bilinguals. Because of the limited number of studies that have studied trilinguals or multilinguals (e.g. Abunuwara, 1992; Kave et al., 2008; Linck et al., 2012; van Heuven, Conklin, Coderre, Guo, & Dijkstra, 2011), the consequences of speaking more than two languages on inhibitory control and executive function remain poorly understood. The present study aims to extend research in this area by examining inhibitory control in speakers of more than two languages and by investigating how trilinguals manage competition within and across their three languages.

In order to measure inhibitory control in trilinguals, we employed a classic Stroop task (Figure 1). The Stroop task has been widely used with monolinguals (e.g. Boyden & Gilpin, 1978; Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland 1990; Warren & Marsh, 1978) and bilinguals (e.g. Costa, Albareda, & Santesteban, 2008; Dyer, 1971; Goldfarb & Tzelgov, 2007; Preston & Lambert, 1969; Zied et al., 2004). In the original version of the task (Stroop, 1935), participants were asked to name the ink colour of colour words, while the print was either congruent or incongruent with the colour that the word spelled out (e.g. the word red printed in red or in blue ink). Results showed that colour-naming was significantly slower and less accurate in the incongruent colour-word condition (e.g. naming the red ink ‘red’ when the colour-word ‘green’ was printed) than in the congruent condition where the ink and colour-word matched. The term ‘Stroop effect’ has since been used to describe differences in naming latency and accuracy between incongruent and congruent trials, and reflects inhibitory control and language processing abilities (for a review, see MacLeod, 1991).

The processing abilities underlying Stroop performance include both automaticity of reading and the ability to name colours. The Stroop effect emerges as recognition of the written word becomes automatic and the written word begins to
interfere with the naming of the ink colour, at which point cognitive control processes must be deployed to inhibit this interference (Kornblum, 1992; MacLeod, 1991). In the congruent condition, naming is faster either because participants can rely on the inadvertent reading response or because both reading and colour-naming yield the same correct response (Bialystok et al., 2008). Based on a set of Stroop experiments with bilinguals, Roelofs (2010) proposed that it is the converging evidence from reading and colour-naming that is responsible for better performance on congruent trials. Responding correctly in the incongruent condition, on the other hand, requires participants to resolve the conflict between the well-learned automatised reading response and the colour-naming response (Bugg, Jacoby, & Toth, 2008; Kornblum, 1992).

In addition to the classic within-language Stroop effect (where the stimulus and response languages coincide), the Stroop task can also be performed across different languages (where the stimulus and response languages do not coincide). Table 1 illustrates both a monolingual version (within-language condition) and a bilingual

Table 1. The Stroop task within- and between-languages. Participants are asked to name the colour of the ink (as opposed to reading the word). In the within-language condition, both the written stimulus word and the colour-naming response are in the same language (in this example, English). In the between-language condition, the written stimulus word is in one language (in this example, English), but the colour-naming response is in a different language (in this example, Spanish).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>BLUE in blue</th>
<th>BLUE in red</th>
<th>RED in blue</th>
<th>RED in red</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>CONGRUENT</td>
<td>INCONGRUENT</td>
<td>INCONGRUENT</td>
<td>CONGRUENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct Response in English (within-language condition)</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct Response in Spanish (between-language condition)</td>
<td>azul</td>
<td>rojo</td>
<td>azul</td>
<td>rojo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
version (between-language condition) of the Stroop task. The within-language condition represents the classic Stroop task where the stimulus and the response are in the same language (the difference in performance on the congruent and incongruent trials constitutes the within-language Stroop effect). The between-language condition represents the cross-linguistic Stroop task where the stimuli are presented in a language different than the response language (the difference between congruent and incongruent trials constitutes the between-language Stroop effect). In other words, in addition to manipulating the congruency of the colour terms and the ink colour, in the bilingual version of the Stroop task, the stimulus and response languages coincide in one condition and differ in another, so that interference can be compared both within and between languages (Dyer, 1971; Preston & Lambert, 1969). For example, in an incongruent between-language trial, a Spanish–English bilingual might see the word BLUE in red ink and has to respond with Spanish rojo (red). In manipulating stimulus and response languages, additional inhibitory processes become necessary in order to suppress the language of the stimuli, which is irrelevant for the response (e.g. Costa, Albareda, & Santesteban, 2008; Dyer, 1971; Goldfarb & Tzelgov, 2007; Preston & Lambert, 1969). That is, suppression of the automatic reading of the word may be influenced by inhibitory mechanisms under a within-language or a between-language condition.

For bilinguals, the within-language Stroop effect has been found to be larger than the between-language Stroop effect. The size of the between-language Stroop effect is estimated to be approximately 75% of the size of the within-language Stroop effect (e.g. Dyer, 1971; MacLeod, 1991; Preston & Lambert, 1969). This difference in within-language and between-language Stroop effects is likely due to strong activation of the language in which naming occurs (resulting in more interference for written words in the within-language Stroop task), as well as bilinguals’ ability to partially suppress non-target languages (Green, 1998, resulting in less interference for written words in the between-language Stroop task). The magnitude of the effects in multilinguals thus provides information about the accessibility of linguistic terms in the response language as well as the ease of suppression of the stimulus language. It is influenced by language proficiency (e.g. Mägiste, 1985), by whether or not writing systems (e.g. alphabetic, syllabic, logographic) are shared across languages (van Heuven et al., 2011), and by the similarity between languages (e.g. less similar languages show weaker between-language interference compared to within-language interference, Chen & Ho, 1986; Fang, Tzeng, & Alva, 1981; Tzelgov, Henik, & Leisner, 1990; but see van Heuven et al., 2011).

For example, Mägiste (1985) found that within-language interference is greater in unbalanced bilinguals when they use their dominant language as the response language, whereas between-language interference is stronger when bilinguals respond in their weaker language (see Meuter & Allport, 1999, for similar asymmetries in language suppression for unbalanced bilinguals, as indexed by language switch costs on a number-naming task). The dominant language is thus more difficult to suppress than the weaker language. Differences between within-language and between-language interference are less marked in more balanced bilinguals. In trilinguals, the availability of linguistic items in L3 can therefore be expected to be influenced by L3 proficiency and similarity to the L1 or L2, which in turn may yield a Stroop effect that differs from that of bilinguals. Trilinguals have been found to be slower in their responses than bilinguals, but suppression of a weaker language has also been shown to require less effort than suppression of a stronger language (Mägiste, 1985).
finding is consistent with data suggesting that trilinguals’ highly proficient languages may be activated simultaneously, while less proficient languages may not necessarily become significantly co-activated (van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002).

Proficiency effects during word recognition and priming can further inform patterns of multilingual Stroop performance. In visual word recognition tasks, performance becomes increasingly automatic with higher L2 proficiency (Favreau & Segalowitz, 1983; Oren & Breznitz, 2005; Segalowitz, Segalowitz, & Wood, 1998). In a priming study with written words, Favreau and Segalowitz (1983) found that bilinguals who were highly proficient in their L2 showed priming effects within their L2, while less proficient bilinguals did not. Similarly, in a cross-linguistic study, Silverberg and Samuel (2004) showed that bilinguals who were highly proficient in their L2 showed between-language priming from L2 to L1 while bilinguals who were less proficient in their L2 did not. Thus, language proficiency plays an important role in the automatic activation of linguistic information, both within and between languages. According to the Bilingual Interactive Activation model (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 1998), proficiency effects can be explained by different levels of resting-level activation, where words that have higher resting-level activation are easier to access and harder to suppress. Compared to monolinguals, highly proficient bilinguals in particular are expected to face two types of inhibition during performance on the Stroop task: inhibition of a dominant reading response (which monolinguals face as well) and suppression of the language not used in the task (which is more demanding for high-proficiency languages).

The competition among languages and the task demands may be even greater in speakers of more than two languages. In a study with trilinguals, Abunuwara (1992) observed interference effects both within and across all three languages, with reaction times during Stroop performance susceptible to language proficiency effects. Reaction times were faster in L1 than in L2 and L3. Consistent with previous research, within-language Stroop effects were larger than between-language Stroop effects, with the between-language effect amounting to 43% of the within-language effect when all languages (L1, L2 and L3) were considered, and to 51% of the within-language effect when only L1 and L2 were taken into account. Compared to the finding that the between-language Stroop effect approximates 75% of the within-language effect in bilinguals (Dyer, 1971; MacLeod, 1991; Preston & Lambert, 1969), the between-language effect in trilinguals appears smaller than for bilinguals. Yet, in a recent study, van Heuven et al. (2011) found that within-language Stroop effects were equivalent to between-language Stroop effects when the trilinguals’ languages were highly similar and shared writing systems (in German–English–Dutch trilinguals). Conversely, when the trilinguals’ languages differed and did not share writing systems, the between-language Stroop effects were reduced to 72% and 73% of the within-language Stroop effects (in Chinese–English–Malay and in Uyghur–Chinese–English trilinguals, respectively). Thus, the limited research on trilingual processing to date has yielded a variable range of cross-linguistic Stroop effects.

The present study examined trilinguals’ performance on a within-language and between-language Stroop task in order to explore the effects of trilingualism and language proficiency on inhibitory control. We were particularly interested in how the two types of inhibitory processes would interact – in other words, what would be the interplay between within-language inhibition of automatic reading responses and between-language inhibition of irrelevant languages? We used a colour-word Stroop task in which we: (1) presented congruent and incongruent items in an intermixed
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rather than a blocked fashion so as to increase task demands on inhibition and (2) used only one stimulus language (English), since stimulus language has not been found to significantly influence Stroop performance (Abunuwara, 1992). Finally, we introduced an additional manipulation by including both focal (red, blue, green, yellow and black) and non-focal (brown, pink, purple, orange and grey) colour terms (based on Berlin & Kay, 1969). We hypothesised that colour effects would be akin to language proficiency effects because of similarities in processing – focal colours are more frequently used (e.g. Hays, Margolis, Naroll, & Perkins, 1972) and are more universal across languages (e.g. Lindsey & Brown, 2006; Regier, Kay, & Cook, 2005), and are therefore likely to be more deeply entrenched in the lexicon.

**Hypotheses**

Cumulatively, the present study on trilingual inhibitory control tested the following five hypotheses.

First, in line with previous research on trilingual Stroop performance (e.g. Abunuwara, 1992), we predicted that trilinguals would show the classic within-language Stroop effect by performing more accurately on congruent trials than on incongruent trials in all of their languages, due to the need to suppress the irrelevant reading response in incongruent trials.

Second, we predicted that our study would replicate previously-found language proficiency effects in Stroop performance and would extend such findings to a heterogeneous trilingual group. Specifically, we predicted that trilinguals’ performance on the Stroop task would be faster and more accurate in their most proficient language and would decline with decreased proficiency in the second and third languages.

Third, based on previous research (Abunuwara, 1992; Dyer, 1971; Preston & Lambert, 1969), we expected the within-language Stroop effect to be larger than the between-language effect, due to stronger activation of the stimulus/input language and suppression of non-target languages.

Fourth, we expected the between-language Stroop effect (where participants had to name the ink colour in a different language than the stimulus language) to be larger when the stimulus language was the dominant language than when the stimulus language was not the dominant language. This expectation was based on previous research that suggested stronger co-activation of more proficient languages (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 1998; Mägiste, 1985) and on the findings that suppression of interference from a more proficient language requires use of more extensive cognitive resources (Meuter & Allport, 1999). Such cross-linguistic interference from a more dominant language has two possible outcomes. On the one hand, general cross-linguistic interference (of either translation equivalents in the congruent condition or incorrect colour names in the incongruent condition) could result in overall lower performance across trials in the between-language condition. On the other hand, translation equivalents from the stimulus language could facilitate naming (Costa, Miozzo, & Caramazza, 1999, but see Hermans, 2004) while only unrelated colour words would interfere, effectively increasing the magnitude of the between-language Stroop effect.

Our fifth and final hypothesis was that performance would be faster and more accurate on focal colour items than on non-focal colour items, with better retrieval of more familiar and more frequent focal colour terms than of less familiar and less
frequent similar colour terms. We hypothesised that colour term effects would be similar to language proficiency effects because focal colours are likely to be easier to access than non-focal colours.

Method

Participants

A total of 26 participants were tested, 9 males and 17 females. Participants’ mean age at the time of testing was 33.1 years (SD = 9.0). All participants were fluent in English and in at least two other languages and were enrolled in an international summer course at the time of testing. Table 2 summarises the demographic data including participants’ age at testing, age of acquisition and self-reported proficiency levels in each language. English was the native language for 11 participants, the second language for 12 participants and the third language for three participants. The participants were otherwise highly heterogeneous with respect to language backgrounds and included speakers of German, French and Spanish as other frequently spoken languages, as well as Baatonum, Czech, Danish, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Malay, Maya, Norwegian, Romanian, Russian, Swedish, Tagalog and Ukrainian, yielding a truly multilingual testing sample.

Design

The study employed a $2 \times 3$ repeated-measures design, with the two within-group independent variables being (1) congruence of the written words and the ink they were printed in (congruent, incongruent) and (2) the language in which participants responded (L1, L2, L3). The two dependent variables were (1) speed of participants’ responses, operationally defined as the total number of correct cards completed within a 30 second response window and (2) error rates, operationally defined as the number of errors produced in each of the pre-determined error types. The four error types consisted of Stroop interference, disfluencies, language switch and skipped items. Stroop interference referred to errors in which participants read-out the words instead of naming the colour of the ink; disfluencies referred to errors in which participants hesitated before answering; language switches referred to errors in which participants answered in an inappropriate language; skipped items referred to errors in which participants intentionally skipped items due to inability to think of the correct response in a speedy manner. Other error types observed included

| Table 2. Participants’ demographic information and self-reported proficiency in their three most proficient languages (N = 26). |
|-----------------|------------------|
| **Mean (SD)**   |                  |
| Age at testing  | 33.1 (9.0)       |
| Age at onset of acquisition | L1 from birth |
|                  | L2 10.2 (6.7)    |
|                  | L3 15.0 (7.4)    |
| Proficiency (on a scale from 0 – none to 10 – perfect) | L1 9.6 (0.8)    |
|                  | L2 7.5 (1.9)     |
|                  | L3 5.3 (2.1)     |
Materials and procedure

Each participant completed a language questionnaire, and was then administered the Stroop test. The language questionnaire consisted of two parts. In the first part, participants were asked to provide information about their three most proficient languages and self-assess their proficiency in understanding, speaking, reading and writing each language. In the second part of the questionnaire, participants were asked to provide names for 10 colours in each of their three primary languages, in order to ensure that they were familiar with all colour terms necessary to perform the Stroop task. After completing the language questionnaire, each participant was individually tested using the Stroop task. Participants were asked to name the colour of the ink in which the word was written. At the beginning of the session, the task was explained to the participant and practice stimuli were presented in English. Each participant performed the task three times, once in each language.

The stimuli used in the Stroop task were 40 paper cards with 10 different colour names written out in English using coloured ink. The colour-words and ink colours were selected based on the theory of universal colour categorisation (Berlin & Kay, 1969; Kay & McDaniel, 1978) and consisted of the following 11 colours (the most frequently-found colour-words across the majority of world languages): white, black, yellow, red, blue, green, brown, orange, pink, grey and purple. All colours except white were used as colour-words during the test trials; white was used as the colour-word in the practice trials and was not used as a target colour because it was a background colour for the ink – i.e. all cards were white. The 10 colours were divided into two groups, five focal colours (black, yellow, red, blue and green, as in e.g. Lindsey & Brown, 2006; Regier, Kay, & Cook, 2005) and five non-focal colours (brown, orange, pink, grey and purple). The written words denoted colour terms that were either the same as (congruent condition) or different than (incongruent condition) the colour of the ink. Each colour was presented four times, i.e. twice in the congruent condition with the matching colour-word and twice in the incongruent condition with two different mismatching colour terms. Non-focal colour terms were never mixed with the focal colours and vice versa. Table 3 shows all colour-word combinations that were used in the study. The order of the cards was pseudo-randomised so that congruent or incongruent cards would not appear more than twice consecutively. The colour of the ink was never repeated in a consecutive card and the written word was never repeated more than twice.

Participants had 30 seconds to complete the task in each language and were told to go through as many cards as they could as quickly and as accurately as possible. Language order was counterbalanced across the three response languages. All sessions were videotaped and the data were coded in two ways: (1) on-line during the experiment by two independent judges and (2) off-line from the videotaped recording by two coders. Disagreements were discussed until a consensus was reached for 100% agreement. The total number of cards completed as well as different error types were coded and analysed across languages and across congruent and incongruent conditions.
Table 3. The stimulus colour-word combinations in congruent and incongruent conditions and the number of times each was presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour words:</th>
<th>BLACK</th>
<th>GREEN</th>
<th>YELLOW</th>
<th>RED</th>
<th>BLUE</th>
<th>BROWN</th>
<th>ORANGE</th>
<th>PINK</th>
<th>GREY</th>
<th>PURPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal colours: Black</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-focal colours: Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

Congruency-incongruency classic Stroop effects in trilinguals

Our first hypothesis, that trilinguals would show the classic within-language Stroop effect and perform more accurately on congruent trials than on incongruent trials, was confirmed. Stroop effects indexing inhibitory control ability (as marked by lower accuracy when ink colour and text did not match) were found across all three languages (see Figure 2). To examine whether participants showed differences across languages in resolving competition from colour-word incongruities, a $2 \times 3$ ANOVA was conducted, with colour-word congruence (congruent, incongruent) and language (L1, L2, L3) as within-subjects factors and percentage of correct cards completed as the dependent variable (i.e. correct cards completed divided by total cards completed). Results yielded a main effect of colour-word congruence, $F_1 (1, 25) = 13.6, p = 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.4, F_2 (1, 19) = 12.7, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.4$ and no interaction between colour-word congruence and language, $F_1 (1, 25) = 0.01, p > 0.5, \eta^2 = 0.001, F_2 (1, 19) = 0.4, p > 0.5, \eta^2 = 0.02$. These findings suggest that participants were equally efficient at inhibiting incongruent information across their three languages.

We also performed error analyses aimed at determining error patterns across congruent and incongruent conditions in the three languages. Because disfluencies were the only error type that yielded enough instances to make analyses possible, their occurrence was examined with a $2 \times 3$ ANOVA, with colour-word congruence (congruent, incongruent) and response language (L1, L2, L3) as within-subjects independent variables. Results yielded a main effect of colour-word congruence in disfluencies, $F_1 (1, 25) = 11.4, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.3, F_2 (1, 19) = 6.8, p < 0.05, \eta^2 = 0.3$, showing that disfluencies were more common in the incongruent condition, likely

![Figure 2. Performance on colour-word congruent vs. incongruent trials in participants’ first language (L1), second language (L2) and third language (L3).](image-url)
due to additional task demands because of interference from irrelevant responses (see Figure 3).

Although the interaction between language and colour-word congruence did not reach significance, $F_1 (1, 25) = 2.3, p = 0.1, \eta^2 = 0.1$, $F_2 (1, 19) = 3.5, p = 0.08, \eta^2 = 0.2$, planned comparisons showed that disfluencies were more frequent in the incongruent condition than in the congruent condition for L1, $t_1 (25) = 2.5, p < 0.05$, $t_2 (19) = 2.5, p < 0.05$ and L2, $t_1 (25) = 3.7, p = 0.001$, $t_2 (19) = 3.0, p < 0.01$. However, for L3, disfluencies were equally frequent in the congruent and incongruent conditions, $t_1 (25) = 0.3, p > 0.5$, $t_2 (19) = 0.3, p > 0.5$.

**Language proficiency effects in trilingual Stroop performance**

Confirming our second hypothesis, analyses across participants’ three languages revealed effects of language proficiency on both speed and accuracy of performance. For response speed, a 1-way ANOVA was performed with response language (L1, L2, L3) as a within-subjects variable, and the total number of items completed within 30 seconds as the dependent variable. Results yielded a main effect of language, $F_1 (1, 25) = 63.5, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.7$, $F_2 (1, 39) = 122.3, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.8$, with more cards completed in L1 ($M = 26.8, SE = 1.4$) than in L2 ($M = 21.8, SE = 1.5$), $t_1 (25) = 2.9, p < 0.01$, $t_2 (39) = 6.0, p < 0.001$, or L3, $t_1 (25) = 8.0, p < 0.001$, $t_2 (39) = 11.1, p < 0.001$ and more cards completed in L2 than in L3 ($M = 18.0, SE = 1.0$), $t_1 (25) = 2.6, p < 0.05$, $t_2 (39) = 10.1, p < 0.001$. These findings suggest that participants performed faster in their L1 than in their L2 or their L3.
Corresponding accuracy data (percentage of correct cards completed) were entered into a 1-way ANOVA, with language (L1, L2, L3) as a within-subjects variable. Results yielded a main effect of language, \( F_1(1, 25) = 64.4, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.7, F_2(1, 39) = 84.0, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.7 \) and follow-up t-tests revealed that participants completed a higher percentage of correct cards in L1 than in L2, \( t_1(25) = 2.7, p < 0.05, t_2(39) = 3.3, p < 0.01, \) or L3, \( t_1(25) = 8.0, p < 0.001, t_2(39) = 9.2, p < 0.001 \), and a higher percentage of correct cards in L2 than in L3, \( t_1(25) = 3.7, p = 0.001, t_2(39) = 7.2, p < 0.001 \). Participants’ performance accuracy and error patterns are summarised in Table 4.

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to examine participants’ error patterns across the three languages. Language (L1, L2, L3) was entered as the within-subjects independent variable, and the four error types were entered as dependent variables (disfluencies, language interference, skipped items and read words). Results revealed a main effect of language for errors that involved production of disfluent responses, \( F_1(2, 75) = 6.7, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.2 \), with fewer disfluencies in L1 than L3, \( t_1(25) = 3.5, p < 0.01, \) and fewer disfluencies in L2 than L3, \( t_1(25) = 3.3, p < 0.01 \). A main effect of language was also found for errors of interference from other languages, \( F_1(2, 75) = 4.6, p = 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.1 \), with fewer errors in L1 than L3, \( t_1(25) = 2.9, p < 0.01 \). A trend towards a main effect for skipped items was also observed, \( F_1(2, 75) = 2.5, p = 0.09, \eta^2 = 0.1 \), with fewer skips in L1 than L2, \( t_1(25) = 2.3, p < 0.05, \) and fewer skips in L1 than L3, \( t_1(25) = 2.1, p < 0.05 \). No main effect of language was observed for read word errors, but planned comparisons revealed that participants were more likely to read words instead of naming the ink colour in their L3 than in their L1, \( t_1(25) = 2.1, p < 0.05 \).

**Within-language and between-language Stroop effects**

Our third hypothesis was that the within-language Stroop effect would be larger than the between-language Stroop effect, due to stronger activation of the stimulus/input language and suppression of non-target languages. To test this hypothesis, we probed for within-language Stroop effects (colour-word incongruencies during language match) and between-language Stroop effects (colour-word incongruencies during language mismatch) simultaneously, when the response language was L1, L2 or L3. A 2 \times 2 ANOVA was conducted for each response language (L1 and L2) separately.

Table 4. Accuracy and error rates in the first, second and third languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First language (L1)</th>
<th>Second language (L2)</th>
<th>Third language (L3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SE)</td>
<td>Mean (SE)</td>
<td>Mean (SE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage correct cards completed</td>
<td>85.3 (4.5)</td>
<td>73.3 (4.2)</td>
<td>54.3 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of disfluencies</td>
<td>2.5 (0.4)</td>
<td>2.8 (0.4)</td>
<td>4.5 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of word naming errors</td>
<td>0.2 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of language interference errors</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of skipped items</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with colour-word congruence (congruent, incongruent) as a within-subjects factor, and stimulus-response language relationship (match, mismatch) as a between-subjects factor. For a summary of findings, see Table 5. Results yielded no interactions between colour-word congruence and stimulus-response language (match or mismatch) when the participants’ response language was their L1, \( F_1 (1, 22) = 0.09, \ p > 0.5, \ \eta^2 = 0.04, \ F_2 (1, 38) = 0.07, \ p > 0.5, \ \eta^2 = 0.002 \). However, when the participants’ response language was their L2, an interaction between colour-word congruence and stimulus-response language emerged, \( F_1 (1, 22) = 5.0, \ p < 0.05, \ \eta^2 = 0.2, \ F_2 (1, 38) = 3.4, \ p = 0.07, \ \eta^2 = 0.1 \). Follow-up \( t \)-tests suggested a colour-word Stroop effect for participants whose response language (L2) was English, creating a language match, \( t_1 (11) = 5.0, \ p < 0.001, \ t_2 (19) = 3.8, \ p = 0.001 \), but not for participants whose response language (L2) was another language, creating a language mismatch, \( t_1 (10) = 0.06, \ p > 0.5, \ t_2 (19) = 0.3, \ p > 0.5 \). These findings suggest that participants showed comparable Stroop interference effects when they responded in L1, regardless of whether stimulus and response languages matched or mismatched. In other words, both within-language and between-language Stroop effects were found when the response language was L1. However, when the response language was the participants’ L2, colour-word interference effects emerged in participants whose L2 was English (creating a language match), but not in participants whose L2 was a different language (creating a language mismatch). In other words, only within-language Stroop effects were found when the response language was L2.

In order to examine colour-word congruency effects in the language mismatch condition when participants responded in their L3, performance of the 23 participants who experienced a language mismatch when responding in L3 (i.e. whose L3 was not English) was compared on colour-word congruent vs. incongruent conditions, but no significant differences were found, \( t (22) = 1.3, \ p > 0.1 \). Note that a within-language Stroop effect for L3 could not be examined because only 3 participants had English as their L3. Together, these findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response in L1</th>
<th>Stimulus-Response Language Match(^a)</th>
<th>Stimulus-Response Language Mismatch(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colour-Word Congruent</td>
<td>95.1 (3.1)</td>
<td>91.0 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour-Word Incongruent</td>
<td>84.8 (6.7)</td>
<td>77.8 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Effect (%)</td>
<td>10.3*</td>
<td>13.2*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response in L2</th>
<th>Stimulus-Response Language Match(^a)</th>
<th>Stimulus-Response Language Mismatch(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colour-Word Congruent</td>
<td>93.9 (6.6)</td>
<td>68.4 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour-Word Incongruent</td>
<td>79.0 (4.9)</td>
<td>68.1 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Effect (%)</td>
<td>14.9*</td>
<td>0.3(^{\text{ns}})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response in L3</th>
<th>Stimulus-Response Language Match(^a)</th>
<th>Stimulus-Response Language Mismatch(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colour-Word Congruent</td>
<td>54.1 (6.1)</td>
<td>54.1 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour-Word Incongruent</td>
<td>45.4 (6.7)</td>
<td>45.4 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroop Effect (%)</td>
<td>8.7(^{\text{ns}})</td>
<td>8.7(^{\text{ns}})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)Percentage correct cards completed by each participant.

*\(^{\text{Mark}}\) marks significant Stroop effects (\( p < 0.05 \)).

\(^{\text{ns}}\)\(^{\text{Mark}}\) marks non-significant Stroop effects (\( p > 0.1 \)).
suggest that within-language Stroop effects were found for both L1 and L2, but between-language Stroop effects were only found when the response language was L1. These results suggest that the overall within-language Stroop effect is larger than the between-language Stroop effect (when considering L1 and L2), lending support to our third hypothesis.

Inhibitory control effects in language mismatch

Our fourth hypothesis focused on the between-language Stroop effect, where participants had to name the ink colour in a language different from the stimulus language. To examine whether the between-language Stroop effect would be larger when the stimulus language was the dominant language than when the stimulus language was not the dominant language, analyses compared native English speakers and non-native English speakers when responding in English vs. another language. The written stimulus words always appeared in English, and accuracy was examined when participants responded in English (language match) vs. when participants responded in another language (language mismatch). English was the L1 for 11 participants and the L2 for 12 participants.

$T$-tests with the stimulus-response language relationship (match, mismatch) as a between-subjects independent variable were conducted to examine language match/mismatch effects when the response language was the participants’ L2 and when the response language was the participants’ L1. When the response language was L2, participants completed more correct items if their L2 was English (language match), than if their L2 was another language (language mismatch), $t_1 (22) = 2.3, p < 0.05, t_2 (78) = 2.2, p < 0.05$. When the response language was L1, participants performed similarly if their L1 was

Figure 4. Performance on stimulus/response language matched vs. mismatched trials in participants’ first language (L1) and second language (L2).
English (language match) or if their L1 was another language (language mismatch), \( t_1 (22) = 0.4, p > 0.5, t_2 (78) = 0.2, p > 0.5 \) (see Figure 4). These findings suggest that mismatch between stimulus and response languages resulted in greater interference when the response language was a lower-proficiency language, supporting our fourth hypothesis that the between-language Stroop effect is larger when the interfering stimuli are presented in the dominant language.

**Focal and non-focal colours**

In addition to Stroop and between-language effects, we also examined whether the status of focal vs. non-focal colours influenced performance, in order to test our fifth hypothesis that performance would be faster and more accurate on focal colour items. A 2 \( \times \) 3 ANOVA was conducted, with colour (focal, non-focal) and language (L1, L2, L3) as within-subjects variables and percentage of correct cards as a dependent variable. A main effect of colour emerged, \( F_1 (1, 25) = 9.9, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.3, F_2 (1, 19) = 11.3, p < 0.01, \eta^2 = 0.4 \), with participants correctly completing a higher percentage of focal colour cards (\( M = 79.3\%, SE = 2.2 \)) than non-focal colour cards (\( M = 70.7\%, SE = 3.3 \)). No interaction was found between colour and language, \( F_1 (1, 25) = 2.9, p = 0.1, \eta^2 = 0.1, F_2 (1, 19) = 2.1, p > 0.1, \eta^2 = 0.1 \). These findings support our fifth hypothesis and show that participants were more likely to accurately access focal colour-words than non-focal colour-words across their three languages.

**Discussion**

The present study examined trilingual Stroop performance and cognitive control across various levels of language proficiency. Results suggest that two inhibitory control processes are at work in trilinguals, one controlling the classic congruence/incongruence task effect and another controlling the languages that are irrelevant for the response. The following five findings are discussed:

1. The trilinguals in the present study showed the classic Stroop effect and performed better when the ink colour and word were congruent than when they were incongruent in each of their three languages;
2. Language proficiency impacted overall performance on the Stroop task, with overall performance decreasing as the level of proficiency declined;
3. The within-language Stroop effect was more robust than the between-language Stroop effect;
4. The magnitude of the between-language Stroop effect interacted with proficiency, with a greater between-language Stroop interference effect when the stimulus was presented in the dominant language and when task performance took place in the less-dominant language;
5. Proficiency effects were also reflected in colour-word analyses, with better performance for focal colour-words than for non-focal colour-words.

These findings are consistent with previously-identified patterns of language co-activation and proficiency (e.g. Mägiste, 1985, van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002), as well as with the multiple (and separable) levels of cognitive control proposed by the Inhibitory Control model (Green, 1998). The model posits that a communicative
goal must be established during production. In frequently-performed tasks, the relevant language task schemas are activated automatically, whereas novel tasks rely more heavily on the Supervisory Attentional System. The Supervisory Attentional System also mediates interference when several language task schemas (such as reading vs. naming of ink colour) compete. The classic Stroop effect, i.e. slower performance on incongruent vs. congruent trials, is likely due to activation of both the reading schema and the colour-naming schema on congruent trials — since both lead to the same, correct answer, there is no competition that needs to be resolved. As suggested by Roelofs (2010), responses may even be facilitated because the appropriate lexical item is activated via two different routes. Incongruent trials, however, are likely to result in competition between separate task schemas, with the Supervisory Attentional System inhibiting the reading schema and facilitating the colour-naming schema. In addition to this within-language Stroop performance, cross-linguistic Stroop performance puts further demands on the cognitive control system. Within the lexical system posited by the Inhibitory Control model, a language-specific task schema, when employed, inhibits lemmas that belong to the non-target language, with inhibition of the non-target language likely to act at the level of the lexicon. Therefore, the Inhibitory Control model predicts that, while within-language and between-language inhibition may rely on similar processes, they can act independently.

The present study confirmed our first hypothesis and revealed a Stroop effect in all three of the trilinguals’ languages, with more accurate performance on colour-word congruent trials than colour-word incongruent trials. Finding a Stroop effect when the response language was L1, L2 or L3 suggests that incongruent written words interfere with spoken responses regardless of response language and language proficiency. However, the extent of interference from the automatic reading response — which is likely inherent in each of the three response languages since within- and between-language components are involved in all three cases, influences the magnitude of the Stroop effect. It is possible that the Stroop effect is driven more by processing costs resulting from the need to inhibit the irrelevant reading response than by successful activation of the relevant colour name.

Consistent with our second hypothesis and replicating previous research, performance on the trilingual Stroop task was tied to proficiency in each of the three languages. Participants’ performance on the Stroop task was faster and more accurate when completing the task in their L1 than in their L2, and faster and more accurate in their L2 than in their L3. Error analyses further support language proficiency effects in multilingual Stroop performance. For example, the disfluency rates in the present study suggest that language proficiency likely influenced successful activation of relevant information during the Stroop task. Disfluencies are generally thought to signal planning difficulties during language production (e.g. Boomer, 1965; Clark & Fox Tree, 2002). Inhibitory control has been recently shown to form an integral part of the language production system that helps prevent the articulation of inappropriate words (Engelhardt, Corley, Nigg, & Ferreira, 2010). Therefore, disfluencies are to be expected when an automatic response has to be reconsidered. When participants responded in L1 and L2, significantly more disfluencies were identified in incongruent trials relative to congruent trials. This is likely due to the cognitive resources dedicated to controlling the automatic reading response during ink naming, resulting in fewer resources being available to retrieve the correct target. In the less proficient L3, an equal number of disfluencies in
congruent and incongruent trials was found (in the context of overall more disfluencies in L3 than in L2 or L1). This effect might be a result of interference from stronger languages that needed to be suppressed during L3 production in both the congruent and incongruent conditions. The finding of Stroop effects on disfluencies in L1 and L2 but not L3 is also consistent with the Inhibitory Control model since the dominant language(s) are more active than the weaker languages and are therefore harder to inhibit while the successful inhibition of weaker languages is less demanding. Alternatively, the absence of differences in L3 disfluencies between congruent and incongruent conditions might reflect either a floor effect in both conditions or a proficiency effect. In other words, disfluencies in L3 may mirror lexical retrieval difficulties in the weaker language. It is possible that response times during ink colour-naming in L3 were so slow that any reading of incongruent text did not interfere. In fact, findings showed that participants responded to an average of 18 cards within the 30 second time limit in their L3 (i.e. 1.6 seconds per word stimulus) while they responded to an average of 26.8 cards in L1 (i.e. 1.1 seconds per word stimulus). With participants responding 500 milliseconds faster, on average, to each stimulus in L1 relative to L3, it is possible that automatic reading interfered strongly with early generation of a verbal response in L1 and L2 but not with later generation of a verbal response in L3.

Stronger activation and faster retrieval in more proficient languages also offer an explanation for the higher number of hesitations in both congruent and incongruent trials in L3, as well as for the patterns of skipped item errors. The percentage of skipped items was highest in L3, significantly lower in L2, and again significantly lower (no skipped items) in L1. Skipping items is likely not related to the Stroop interference effect, since skipping does not occur in the most proficient language (but the Stroop effect does). Instead, skipped items may be indicative of proficiency effects since slower retrieval makes it difficult for participants to respond in their weaker languages, which may in turn lead to strategic skipping of items to maximize performance under time pressure. Skipping of items may be interpreted as a failure to access colour names in the target language within a participant-determined time-window.

In addition to overall performance in language match and language mismatch contexts, Stroop effects were also compared across the language match and language mismatch conditions in order to test our third hypothesis (that Stroop effects would be smaller between-language than within-language). In addition to managing the competition between the reading schema and colour-naming schema in the classic Stroop interference effect, a multilingual needs to select the appropriate language by increasing its activation level and by inhibiting the competing inappropriate language. This is necessary because irrelevant languages are co-activated in multilinguals, even if they are not in use at a given time (Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007; Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2007; Kroll, 2008; Marian & Spivey, 2003a, 2003b). Our findings indicate that using a response language other than the stimulus language hampered performance when the response language was of lower-proficiency than the stimulus language. Findings suggested significant within-language Stroop effects in both L1 and L2, with a between-language Stroop effect found only when the response language was L1 (with L2 as the stimulus language). The findings of stronger within-language than between-language Stroop effects are consistent with previous research by Dyer (1971) and Preston and Lambert (1969) and confirm our third hypothesis. In our study, it is possible that general cross-linguistic interference
from more proficient languages resulted in lower performance in weaker response languages in both congruent and incongruent conditions, effectively reducing the cross-linguistic Stroop effect when L2 and L3 were the response languages. This is in contrast to findings by Costa, Miozzo, and Caramazza (1999), who suggested that translation equivalents from the stimulus language might lead to cross-linguistic facilitation during naming. In a picture-word-interference paradigm, Costa et al. found facilitation in picture naming when translation equivalents occurred together with the picture, relative to when irrelevant words from the other non-target language occurred together with the picture. These findings of between-language facilitation rather than interference have been taken as evidence in favour of language-selective word production models, where information during naming is activated in parallel at the lemma level, with lexical form only activated and selected in the target language. Specifically, in the context of the cross-linguistic Stroop task, if naming were language-selective then facilitation of cross-linguistic colour-matches (translation equivalents) would be expected because they are conceptually shared, and interference from cross-linguistic colour-mismatches would be expected because they activate separate concepts. In contrast, if naming were language-nonselective then interference from cross-linguistic colour-matches would be expected (because two separate lexical items are activated and compete), as well as interference from cross-linguistic colour-mismatches because separate concepts and lexical items are activated and compete.

The finding that performance was slower and less accurate when the stimulus and response languages did not match, than when the stimulus and response languages matched, suggests that there may be an interaction between the inhibitory control required to suppress a non-target language and the inhibitory control required to suppress incongruent text information during the Stroop task. When participants responded in their L1, similar Stroop effects were observed within languages (response and stimulus language match) and between languages (response and stimulus language mismatch). However, when participants responded in their L2, Stroop effects were only observed within languages. Similarly, when participants responded in their L3, Stroop effects were not observed between languages. These patterns suggest that the interaction between the two sources of interference (within-language and between-language) is likely mediated by proficiency, a finding consistent with our fourth hypothesis.

Specifically, when participants performed the Stroop task in their L2, the participants whose L2 was English (leading to a stimulus and response language match) were faster and more accurate than the participants whose L2 was another language (leading to a stimulus and response language mismatch). In contrast, when participants performed the Stroop task in their L1, there was no difference in performance between participants whose L1 was English (creating a stimulus-response match) and participants whose L1 was another language (creating a mismatch). It is likely that this asymmetry in cross-linguistic activation was due to differences in language proficiency. Naming in L1 was more automatic and suppression of L2 easier, resulting in no significant costs when the stimulus and response language did not match. For participants whose L2 was another language and L1 was English, naming in L2 was more effortful and suppression of L1 (the stimulus language) was more difficult, resulting in a decline in performance when stimulus language and response language did not match. This finding is consistent with previous research that cross-linguistic interference is stronger when the
non-target language is more proficient than the target language (e.g. Blumenfeld & Marian, 2007).

The observed asymmetry in cross-linguistic interference during Stroop performance supports our fourth hypothesis, that the between-language Stroop effect would be larger when the stimulus language was the dominant language than when the stimulus language was not the dominant language. This asymmetry is also consistent with previous findings (Abunuwara, 1992; van Heuven et al., 2011). Re-analyses of means reported in Abunuwara (1992) suggest that, as in our study, participants performed more slowly across their three languages when stimulus and response languages mismatched (969.8 msec per response) than when they matched (927.3 msec per response). In addition, Abunuwara’s participants were slower to respond in L2 when the stimulus language was L1 (1004 msec) than they were at responding in L1 when the stimulus language was L2 (850 msec). These findings are similar to the asymmetry in cross-linguistic competition between L1 and L2 that has been identified in previous studies where L1 was more proficient than L2 (e.g. Meuter, 1994).

Our findings of comparable cross-linguistic interference patterns in both colour-word congruent and incongruent trials during L2 and L3 naming are consistent with findings suggesting cross-linguistic interference rather than facilitation of translation equivalents (e.g. red when participants had to produce rojo (red) in Spanish; also see Hermans, 2004). Therefore, our findings indicate that, at least for L2 and L3, lexical selection during naming may not be language-selective. In contrast, it is possible that in L1, where a robust between-language Stroop effect was found, lexical access is at least functionally more language-selective. Specifically, during L1 production, fewer cognitive resources are likely to be dedicated to the selection of relevant information, with cross-linguistic interference from weaker languages more readily controlled. Therefore, lexical items from other languages are more likely to be fully inhibited during L1 naming. Such a scenario may result in facilitation (but not interference) during the cross-linguistic congruent condition, with the concept facilitated by the translation equivalent and without competition at the lexical level. Conversely, interference would remain during the cross-linguistic incongruent condition, with the conceptual activation of a conflicting colour term. Therefore, it can be preliminarily concluded that proficiency in both the response and stimulus languages may determine success of cross-linguistic inhibition at the lexical level (and thus the extent of functional language selectivity) during cross-linguistic Stroop naming.

Evidence from language switches (i.e. errors where an inappropriate language is used as the response language) also supports the asymmetry in interference patterns and allows us to conclude that other languages are co-activated. We found significantly more errors in L3 than in L1. The higher level of interference in the less proficient language indicates that co-activation of stronger languages is more difficult to suppress, a finding consistent with previous literature (e.g. Meuter, 2005) and with predictions of the Inhibitory Control model. In addition to previous studies of bilingual Stroop effects (e.g. Costa, Albareda, & Santesteban, 2008; Tzelgov, Henik, & Leisner, 1990), current findings of increased cross-linguistic interference errors with decreased language proficiency suggest that the extent of cross-linguistic interference may increase the weaker the target language gets and the stronger the non-target languages become.

Finally, supporting our fifth hypothesis, participants performed better in all three languages when the ink was a focal colour than when the ink was a non-focal colour.
This is likely because focal colour terms are more entrenched than non-focal colour terms due to their higher frequency and earlier acquisition (e.g. Regier, Kay, & Cook, 2005) leading to faster retrieval. The improved performance observed in trilinguals when presented with focal colours than when presented with non-focal colours is consistent with our hypothesis and suggests that colour labels show effects similar to language proficiency.

In conclusion, our study illustrates that two different types of control mechanisms are at work in multilinguals’ Stroop performance – one mechanism to control the classic Stroop interference effect and a second language control mechanism to inhibit non-target languages. The need to simultaneously negotiate multiple inhibitory control demands inherent in the multilingual Stroop task is reflective of the cognitive demands experienced by multilinguals in everyday settings, where both non-target language inhibition and task-irrelevant information inhibition are required. The practice in managing such competing demands is likely to contribute to the executive control advantages observed in speakers of more than one language. Future studies may further explore the cognitive consequences of simultaneously performing multiple types of inhibitory control tasks, where one type of inhibitory control involves inhibition of an entire language system and another type of inhibitory control involves inhibition of task-irrelevant information.
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Notes
1. Response speed is reported across the three languages, but not for incongruent and congruent items separately. Because incongruent and congruent trials were presented in an intermixed fashion, with an equal number of responses in the two conditions, separate response speed measures for the two conditions could not be obtained.
2. For analyses on specific error types, only by-subjects analyses (F_1, t_1) are reported, because by-item analyses were not possible due to the small number of errors.
3. Analyses on match vs. mismatch of stimulus and response languages were conducted only on L1 and L2, because not enough participants were available who showed a match between stimulus language and response language for their L3 (i.e. L3 was English for three participants only), therefore this analysis was conducted with 23 participants.
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